
Save Yourself a Lot of Tedious Clicking by
Tapping a Few Quick Keys Instead!

When you’re starting out with computers, it’s
tempting to believe that the keyboard is for
typing text and the mouse is for everything else.
In fact, though, a couple of quick key-presses –
a ‘keyboard shortcut’ – can save you a great deal
of fiddly clicking! In this article, I’ll explain how
to discover the keyboard shortcuts in the
programs you use, and I’ll introduce you to all
the most useful shortcuts for Windows, web
browsers, word processors and more.

37

This article shows you how to:

� How the keyboard often beats the mouse for speed and convenience

� The essential keyboard shortcuts to learn in Windows

� Time-saving shortcuts to use in your programs
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How the Keyboard Helps You Work
More Quickly
Imagine you’ve just started writing a new document in the
WordPad program and you want to save it. You could reach
for the mouse, click the File tab, move down to Save as, then
move over and upwards and click on Rich Text document.
Alternatively you could just press the keyboard shortcut

+ . 

Whichever you choose, the same thing happens: a ‘Save As’
dialog appears in which you type a name for the new file.
But the mouse method is rather slow and awkward while the
keyboard method is quick and convenient.

By using the keyboard shortcut, you’ve saved yourself two
clicks and some fiddly mouse manoeuvres. But more than
that, you’ve saved yourself reaching for the mouse at all!
Your hands were on the keyboard when you were typing into
your document, and that’s where they’ll need to be in a
moment to type a filename into the Save As dialog, so isn’t
it practical to keep them where they are if you can?

But even when you’ve already got your hand on the mouse,
a keyboard shortcut can help to speed things along. How?
Quite simply, the mouse only needs one hand, and that
leaves the other hand free. Why not put it to good use? 

Ctrl S

Example: two
ways to save a 
new document

The keyboard
method is far
quicker and
easier

Useful even
when you’re
holding the
mouse

There’s yet another benefit worth pointing out. As I’ll
explain a little later, + is a keyboard shortcut
that’s used for exactly the same purpose – saving files
– in a vast number of programs. In all those programs
you’ll also find a Save or Save as item you can click
with the mouse… but where? It’s going to vary in
location and appearance from one program to another,
but by remembering + you should never
have to go looking for it!

Ctrl S

Ctrl S
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Here’s a simple example: you want to open the Start menu
and look through your programs. Rather than sending the
mouse down into that bottom-left corner of the screen,
clicking the Start button and then bringing the mouse back
up into the menu, use your other hand to press the
(Windows) key: that opens the Start menu and your mouse
can go straight to it.

The basics: how to use keyboard shortcuts
In the often-puzzling world of computer terms, a ‘keyboard
shortcut’ really is just what you’d expect: a way of doing
something quickly using the keyboard. The shortcut might
involve just one key (like Win in the paragraph above above),
but more commonly it’s a combination of two keys (like

+ ) or even three (such as + + ).

Whenever a keyboard shortcut involves two or more keys,
you’ll see those keys listed with + signs between them, just
like the two bold-text examples I’ve just given. But how do
you use them?

Very simply, if you know how to type a capital letter, you
know how to use a keyboard shortcut. Let’s say you were
going to type a capital S. In ‘keyboard shortcut’ terms, that’s

+ : in other words, you’d hold down the key,
tap the S key and then release them both. If you wanted to
use the keyboard shortcut + , you’d do it exactly the
same way, but using the          key instead of the           key.

Ctrl S Ctrl

Ctrl S

S

EscShift

Shift Shift

Keyboard Shortcuts: Get Things Done Faster

Example:
opening the
Start menu

Keyboard
shortcuts
explained

Keys separated
by + signs

Just like typing a
capital letter

You probably type capital letters fairly quickly without
thinking too hard about it, but one thing you certainly
do is press the key fractionally before the
key: if the  key went down first, you’d get a small ‘s’
and the later press of Shift would be ignored. The same
applies to a keyboard shortcut like + : if you
press they       key before the         key, you’ll just find
you’ve typed an ‘s’.

Ctrl S

Shift S
S

S Ctrl

Ctrl Shift

!
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What about keyboard shortcuts that involve three keys, such
as + + ? In those cases, you press-and-
hold the first two keys (Ctrl and Shift in this case) and then
tap the third ( ). Once again, provided the first two keys
are both down when you press the third, you’ll get the
intended result, which in this case is to open a built-in
program named Task Manager. (Feel free to try it; you can
close that Task Manager window afterwards by clicking the
x in its top-right corner.)

Getting your fingers round a keyboard shortcut

They may be ‘shortcuts’, but some are easier to manage than
others. For example, + falls nicely under the left
hand, whereas                   would be more of a stretch.

However, your keyboard has two keys, just as it has
two          keys. And just as you might use the right-hand
Shift key when you need a capital P, you can use the right-
hand key when you want to press + . It’s
entirely up to you, though: if you’d rather use your left hand
to press and your right to press , that’s fine too. 

Indeed, when it comes to the three-key shortcut for Task
Manager, + + , you probably wouldn’t
attempt it with one hand: you’d use the left for
and reach over with the right to press , or you’d use
the pair of + keys at the right of the keyboard
and use the left hand for         .

The Top 10 Most Useful Keyboard Shortcuts
The same keyboard shortcuts crop up time and again for the
same functions, and that’s no accident. Over the years, certain
shortcuts have become accepted as the universal way of doing
things, and it’s a brave programmer indeed who decides his
program should work differently from everyone else’s!

Ctrl Shift Esc

Esc

Ctrl S

Ctrl

Ctrl PCtrl

Ctrl P

Ctrl Shift Esc

Ctrl Shift

Some involve
pressing three
keys

Use the keys at
either side of the
keyboard…

…but some are
easier with 
two hands!

Some keyboard
shortcuts are
‘universal’

+ Ctrl P

+ Ctrl Shift
Esc

Esc

Shift
Shift P
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So let’s kick off with a collection of keyboard shortcuts that
will work in just about every program you use. If you only
ever learn 10 keyboard shortcuts, these are the ones to pick:
between them, they’ll save you no end of mouse-mileage
and clicks.

1. Ctrl+S – Save
In any program that allows you to create files, this is the
keyboard shortcut you use to save them. If it’s a brand-
new file that hasn’t yet been saved, this will display a Save
As dialog to let you choose where to save it and what to
name it.

More importantly, as you continue working on a file, it’s
vital to save it frequently, and a quick press of +
is far easier than repeatedly sending the mouse off to find
the Save item on a toolbar or menu!

2. Ctrl+Z – Undo
Just deleted a file accidentally in File Explorer? Pressing

+ will undo the deletion, bringing it back again.
Adjusted the brightness of a photo in your picture editor
and the result looks dreadful? Press + to undo the
change and put it back as it was. Just clicked the wrong
thing in Microsoft Word and your paragraph is suddenly
indented? + will fix it.

The beauty of this keyboard shortcut is twofold. First, it’s
usually easier to ‘undo’ a mistake you’ve just made than to
put it right in some other way (finding that deleted file in
the Recycle Bin, or readjusting the brightness of that photo,
or trying to un-indent a paragraph in Word). Second, it’s
easier to press + than to work out where to find
the ‘Undo’ item on the program’s menu or toolbar and click
it with the mouse!

Ctrl S

Ctrl Z

Ctrl Z

Ctrl Z

Ctrl Z

The 10 most
useful shortcuts
to learn

Save a file
quickly

Undo an
accidental
change
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Copy files 
or text

Cut (move) 
files or text

Paste (reuse)
what you copied
or cut

Save the need to
click as many
buttons!

3. Ctrl+C – Copy to clipboard
The ‘Copy’ item is a staple of most programs. You’ll find it
in File Explorer to copy files and folders, word processors
to copy text or pictures, web browsers to copy part of a web
page, photo editors to copy part of a picture, and so on. The
universal keyboard shortcut is easy to remember (C for
Copy) and it falls neatly under the left hand, as do the two
other clipboard-related shortcuts below.

4. Ctrl+X – Cut to clipboard
When you want to move something rather than copy it, this
shortcut makes light work of it: in File Explorer you can
‘cut’ a file to move it to a different folder; in a word
processor you can ‘cut’ some text to put it in a different part
of the document. The way to remember this one is that the
‘x’ looks like a pair of scissors.

5. Ctrl+V – Paste from clipboard
The third of the clipboard-related shortcuts (found on three
adjacent keys, you’ll notice). When you can copy or cut
something to the clipboard so easily, you want a similarly
easy way to paste it, and this does the job. After copying or
cutting a file in File Explorer, switch to the folder in which
you want it and press + ; after copying or cutting
some text in a word processor, click at the point it should
appear and press + .

6. Enter – confirm something
Let’s say you’re about to save a new file. The Save As dialog
has appeared and you’ve typed a filename. You could reach
for the mouse and click the Save button, but there’s an
easier option: press the key. 

You’ll notice that the Save button has a thicker (and perhaps
coloured) border, and that tells you it’s the default button
in this dialog, meaning it’s the one that can be ‘clicked’ by
a press of the key.

Ctrl V

Ctrl V

Enter

Enter
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7. Esc – cancel something
Like the Save As dialog pictured above, most of the dialogs
you see will offer an affirmative button (Save, Open, OK or
Yes) and a Cancel button. If you’ve changed your mind
about whatever the dialog is offering, and you just want to
close it, you can tap the (Escape) key rather than
clicking Cancel. For right-handed people, even if your right
hand is already on the mouse, it can often be quicker to
reach for the key with your left hand.

8. Ctrl+O – Open
In any program that allows you to open files, the keyboard
shortcut is almost always + . Rather than reaching
for the mouse to find the ‘Open’ item on a

Ctrl O

Esc

Esc
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Look out for the
thick-bordered
button

Quickly dismiss 
a dialog

Open a file

You’ll come across a similar thing in most of the dialogs
you use, as well as in pop-up message boxes that tell you
something (and provide an OK button) or ask you a question
and offer a choice of OK/Cancel or Yes/No: one of these
buttons will be a thick-bordered default button (usually the
affirmative button, OK or Yes), and tapping the key
will do the same as clicking that button.

Enter

On a full-size keyboard you have two keys: the
oddly-shaped one to the right of the letter keys and a
smaller one in the bottom-right corner of the numeric
keypad. Both do exactly the same, and you can use
whichever seems the more convenient.

Enter
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menu or toolbar, a press of + will display the
‘Open’ dialog to let you select the file you want.

9. Ctrl+P – Print
When you want to print a document, web page or email
message, this is the keyboard shortcut used by the vast
majority of programs. Rather than printing immediately, it
should display a Print dialog to let you choose the printer
settings you want to use before finally clicking the Print or
OK button (or, of course, pressing ).

10. Tab – jump between text boxes
When you’re faced with a series of text boxes to type into
– on a web page, for instance – do you type into the first
box, then reach for the mouse to click the second, type into
that and then reach for the mouse to click the third?

Don’t! Instead, when you’ve finished typing into the first
box, press the key (which is immediately to the left of
Q on your keyboard). That takes you straight into the second
box where you can type whatever is needed and press
again to move to the third.

Navigate Windows Quickly from
the Keyboard
At the bottom-left of your keyboard, beside the key,
you’ll find the Windows key, showing the Windows logo. It
may look like a waving flag (although it’s supposed to look
like a window), and it’s known as the Win key.

This key is used to get certain things done more quickly in
Windows itself – often things that can’t be done in any
other way, or that would require a lot of hunting and
clicking with the mouse. Therefore, some of these Win
shortcuts are well worth learning.

Ctrl O

Enter

Tab

Tab

Ctrl
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Print a
document or
web page

Easily fill in
forms and
complete text
boxes

The Win key

Keyboard
shortcuts for
Windows itself
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Press this: To do this:

Open the Start menu (or close it if it’s already open), or
switch to the Start screen in Windows 8.1.

+ L (Windows 10 & 8.1) Opens the Settings window in
Windows 10, or the Settings panel in Windows 8.1.

+ S (Windows 10 & 8.1) Search your PC for programs, files or
settings using the Cortana panel in Windows 10 or the
Search panel in Windows 8.1.

+ E Open the File Explorer program (known as Windows
Explorer in Windows 7).

+ R Open the Run dialog.

+ Pause Open the System window to display details of your PC
and your version of Windows.

+ U Open the ‘Ease of Access Centre’ to see and adjust options
that make your PC easier to use.

+ L Lock your PC when you want to leave it unattended, but
safe from prying eyes. To continue from where you left
off, type your Windows password.

+ M Minimise all open windows to reveal your desktop.

+ + MShift Restore windows that were minimised.

+ Maximise the current window to fill your screen.

+ If the window you’re using is maximised, restore it to its
former size and position. If the window isn’t maximised,
minimise it to the taskbar.

+ Move the current window to the left of the screen, filling
half its width. (Move it back with Win+Right arrow.)

The table below lists the most useful Win shortcuts. Unless
noted otherwise, these work in Windows 10, 8.1 and 7.
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Most programs
offer their own
keyboard
shortcuts

Four ways to 
find them

Find Keyboard Shortcuts for Your 
Favourite Programs
Most of the programs you use will offer their own selection
of keyboard shortcuts. Some of those will probably feature in
the ‘Top 10’ on page 4, but there are almost certainly others
which could save you a lot of time and mouse-clicks if you
were aware of them. But how can you find out what they are?

There are four possible ways, and at least one of these
should work for any program you use:

There’s one extra keyboard shortcut worth knowing,
which – although it doesn’t use the Win key – can be
used throughout Windows. When you want to close a
window or program, you can press + rather
than clicking the little x in the window’s top-right corner.

Alt F4

Press this: To do this:

+ Move the current window to the right of the screen, filling
half its width. (Move it back to where it was with 
+ .)

+ , (Windows 10 & 8.1) Known as ‘Peek’, temporarily hide all
open windows to let you see your desktop. Keep holding
the Win key until you’re ready to see your windows
again.

+ X (Windows 10 & 8.1) Search your PC for programs, files or
settings using the Cortana panel in Windows 10 or the
Search panel in Windows 8.1.

+ (or 
or ...)

1 2

3

Start the first (or second or third…) program pinned to
your taskbar.
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They should
appear on the
program’s menus

By hovering over
a button with
the mouse

1. Menus
Does your program have a menu bar, like the one in
Notepad, pictured below? If it does, look through those
menus to see which items have a keyboard shortcut listed
to their right. In the example below, you’ll see that Notepad
offers several of our ‘Top 10’ shortcuts – you can press
+ rather than having to open the File menu and
click Open, for example.

Ctrl
O

2. Ribbon or toolbar
If a program has a toolbar – a row of pictorial buttons – or
its modern, larger equivalent, a Ribbon (pictured below),
move the mouse pointer onto a button and pause there for
a moment. A little tooltip box should appear which tells you 

In some modern programs, there is a menu bar but it’s
hidden. That’s the case in Windows Media Player and
the Mozilla Firefox web browser, among many others.
To display that menu bar in order to look for keyboard
shortcuts, press the key. (If no menu bar appears
in the program you’re using, you can assume it doesn’t
have one, but pressing shouldn’t have caused
anything else to happen either, so it’s safe to try this
and find out.)

Alt

Alt
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See if the
program has a
‘user manual’

Look for a list of
shortcuts online

Handy shortcuts
to get you
started

3. The program’s Help file
Some programs (an ever-decreasing number, sadly) come
with a built-in ‘Help file’ or user manual, and that may well list
its keyboard shortcuts. Try pressing the key, which is
commonly designated the ‘Help’ key, and that may open the
Help file. If it doesn’t, look for a Help menu which may lead
you to a manual or a reference page on the company’s website.

4. Searching online
There may well be a list of useful keyboard shortcuts online,
on the program-maker’s own website or elsewhere. Visit a
good search engine, such as Google at www.google.co.uk,
and search for program name keyboard shortcuts or
program name hotkeys and see what turns up.

Quick Reference: Keyboard Shortcuts for
Popular Programs
By now you’ve picked up a little bundle of keyboard
shortcuts which should help you get things done faster and
give your mouse hand a rest. Let’s add to those with a
selection of shortcuts you can use in particular programs.

F1

what that button does and, with luck, also tells you the
keyboard shortcut you can use instead of clicking it.
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Shortcuts for
easier web
surfing

File Explorer (aka Windows Explorer)

Web browsers
When you’re surfing the Web, there’s no escaping the need
to use the mouse for scrolling, clicking links, and so on.
Nevertheless, you can still help things along by using your
‘spare hand’ on the keyboard. Unless noted otherwise, all
the keyboard shortcuts below work in the four most popular
browsers – Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer, Mozilla
Firefox and Google Chrome.

Press this: To do this:

+ E Open File Explorer.

+Ctrl A Select all items in the current folder.

+Alt Enter Open the Properties (information) dialog for the selected
drive, folder or file.

F2 Rename the selected file or folder.

F3 Search the current drive or folder.

F10 (Windows 7 only) Show the menu bar.

Enter Open the selected drive, folder or file.

Home Jump to the first item in the folder.

End Jump to the last item in the folder.

+Alt P Show or hide the Preview pane.

+ +Shift Alt P (Windows 10 & 8.1) Show or hide the Details pane.

+ +Ctrl Shift N Create a new folder inside the current folder or drive.

Any letter or
number

Jump to the first (or next) item whose name begins with
that letter or number.
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Press this: To do this:

+Alt Back – go back to the previous page viewed in the
current tab.

+Alt Forward – go forward again after using Back.

+Ctrl T Open a new tab.

+Ctrl W Close the current tab.

+ +Ctrl TShift Reopen the last-closed tab.

+ Ctrl Tab Switch to the next tab to the right.

+ +Ctrl Shift Tab Switch to the next tab to the left.

F5 Refresh (reload) the current web page.

F6 Jump to the last item in the folder.

+ NCtrl Show or hide the Preview pane.

+ Ctrl D Add the current web page to your Favourites or
bookmarks.

+ Ctrl H Display the browser’s History list.

+ Ctrl I (All except Chrome) Display your list of Favourites
or bookmarks.

+ Ctrl J Display the browser’s Downloads list.

+ Ctrl F Find text in the current web page.

F3 Find the next instance of the text you searched for
using the Find option above.

F11 Switch to or from full-screen mode.

+ Ctrl + Zoom in.
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Word processors
The keyboard shortcuts below will work in the vast majority
of word processor programs, including WordPad, Microsoft
Word and LibreOffice Writer.

Press this: To do this:

+ Ctrl - Zoom out.

+ (zero)Ctrl 0 Set zoom to 100% (normal size).

Press this: To do this:

Home Jump to the beginning of the current line.

End Jump to the end of the current line.

+ Ctrl Home Jump to the top of the document.

+ Ctrl End Jump to the end of the document.

+Ctrl N Create a new, blank document.

+Ctrl A Select all text in the current document.

+Ctrl F Search for text in the document.

F3 Find the next instance of the text you searched for.

+Ctrl H Find and replace text in the current document.

+Ctrl B Switch bold text on or off.

+Ctrl I Switch italic text on or off.

+Ctrl U Switch underlining on or off.

+Ctrl L Align the current paragraph to the left margin.
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Press this: To do this:

+Ctrl E Centre-align the current paragraph.

+Ctrl R Align the current paragraph to the right margin.

F7 Check the spelling in the document.

Microsoft Word

Press this: To do this:

+ Ctrl F12 Display the Open dialog to open a document.

F12 Display the Save As dialog to save a document.

Close the current document.

Display the Font dialog.

Change the case of the selected text.

Decrease font size by 1 point.

Increase font size by 1 point.

Indent the current paragraph.

Unindent the current paragraph.

Switch subscript text on or off.

Switch superscript text on or off.

Single-space lines in the paragraph. 

Double-space lines in the paragraph.

Set 1.5-line spacing for the paragraph.

Start a new line without starting a new paragraph.

Start a new page.

+Ctrl 1

+Ctrl 2

+Ctrl 5

+Shift Enter

+ Ctrl Enter

+Ctrl W

+Ctrl D

+Shift F3

+Ctrl [

+Ctrl ]

+ + Ctrl Shift M

+Ctrl M

+Ctrl =

+ + Ctrl Shift =
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Microsoft Excel

Press this: To do this:

+ Ctrl F12 Display the Open dialog to open a document.

F12 Display the Save As dialog to save a document.

Close the current document.

F2 Edit the contents of the current cell.

Tab Complete this cell and move to the cell to its right.

Enter Complete this cell and move to the cell below. 

Add a new, blank worksheet.

Switch to the next worksheet (tab).

Switch to the previous worksheet (tab).

+Ctrl Space Select every cell in this column.

Select every cell in this row.

Set the selected cells to the General format.

Set the selected cells to the Number format.

Set the selected cells to the Currency format.

Set the selected cells to the Percentage format.

Insert today’s date into the current cell.+Ctrl ;

+Shift Space

+ Ctrl Page Down

+ Ctrl Page Up

+Ctrl W

+ +Shift #Ctrl

+ +Shift 1Ctrl

+ +Shift $Ctrl

+ +Shift %Ctrl

+ Shift F11

Microsoft Outlook

Press this: To do this:

F9 Send and receive messages.

Create a new email message.+Ctrl N
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Press this: To do this:

Reply to the current email message.

Reply To All to the current email message.

Forward the current email message.

Send the current email message.

Save the current email message to Drafts.

Mark the selected message(s) as read.

Mark the selected message(s) as unread.

Enter Open the selected message in a new window.

Close the current message window.

Switch to the Inbox folder.

Switch to the Outbox folder.

Search for email messages.

Create a new contact.

Open the address book

Switch to Contacts view.

Switch to Email view.

F3

+Ctrl 1

+Ctrl 3

+ + Ctrl Shift B

+ + Ctrl Shift C

+ + Ctrl Shift O

+ + Ctrl Shift I

+ + Ctrl Shift R

+Ctrl U

+Ctrl Q

+Ctrl S

+Alt S

+Ctrl F

+Ctrl R

Esc
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